
Herman Miller’s Guide for

New Ways of 
Working Better 
Together

If you make it a point to be respectful, 
good-humored, collaborative, sensitive, 
and flexible, your colleagues will be more 
likely to respond in kind.

A work experience that works for everyone 
isn’t going to be the result of edicts from 
on high, but rather, from the collective 
contribution, effort, and enlightenment of 
each and every person.

As we return to our offices, there’s no 
doubt that the future of work will be 
dynamic, and our focus must remain on 
our people.  If we can act together, with 
resilience and empathy, we can ensure 
that everyone succeeds.

Top 10 Things to Know

Herman Miller’s Guide

1. GATHER WITH PURPOSE
Feeling over scheduled and video fatigued? Probably so. From now on, let’s 
practice purposeful scheduling: 25 + 50-minute meetings to give everyone (in 
person and virtual) a little buffer + transition time throughout the day. Be 
purposeful about leveraging time in the office for collaboration + relationship 
building. Seems like a great place to start? We think so.

3. ON THE MOVE
Need a change of scenery? In updated spaces, you don’t need to work at a desk 
every hour of the day, so explore your options!  Grab your laptop and head to a 
Framery booth, the Plaza or a quiet space in the Library. No permission needed. 
Your next posture is your best posture, so get moving!

4. ROOM FOR EVERYONE
Feeling left out at home? As we shift to working in the office AND at home, now is 
the time to harness blended 2D + 3D experiences. To do this well, we must 
collectively adopt some best practices: video on (as much as possible – we know 
there are exceptions to this), use of Microsoft Teams, full adoption of new apps and 
platforms like Miro to create a more equitable and seamless work experience.  
That way, there’s room for everyone at the table, no matter where you are located.

5. SCREEN TIME OUT
Find yourself doom scrolling to fill a free moment? Instead, take a screen time out 
to connect with someone, not the WiFi. When you’re at the office, give your 
colleagues the attention they deserve. This means committing to laptop “lids down” 
and putting your phone away. By making a conscious effort to be present, 
participate and not preoccupied by your latest Insta notifications, you’re better able 
to enjoy the benefits of being together again. 

6. PRIDE IN PLACE
Is that your Star Wars memorabilia? Some things are better kept…at home. 
Consider the office an extension of our brand.  In keeping clutter to a minimum, 
we hope to showcase process, creation and work product –not our personal 
belongings.  As we shift away from assigned workstations, remember to use 
digital lockers while in the office and help return things to their proper place, 
even if it’s the trash.  

7. HANG UPS
Still need that extra layer? No matter high performance (or high style) your coat 
is, while at the office it belongs on a rack, in a closet, or in a digital locker. 
Meanwhile, store your tote bags, messenger bags, boots, and any other 
attendant swag out of foot traffics way.  

8. BOOK IT
Worried you won’t find a desk? No need!  Leverage our new work experience 
app to reserve a desk or bookable collaborative space from your smartphone (or 
desktop) – at home or at work.  Available on demand or up to 7 days in 
advance, this new app will help us manage a more dynamic and unassigned 
work experience.  If you’ve reserved a space, and someone is already sitting 
there – be empowered to politely let them know it’s been reserved.  

9. THE PLATINUM RULE
Ever heard of it? Let’s practice the Platinum Rule when it comes to the work 
experience: treat others and our spaces the way they want to be treated. Whether it’s 
saying a friendly “hello” to someone passing you in the walkway, erasing a 
whiteboard, holding the door for a colleague, pushing a chair in, or submitting a work 
ticket for a malfunctioning device – we all have a part to play in upholding our 
community for the greater good of all.

10. “TOGETHERNESS”
Whether it's relationship-building, unplanned interactions, or effective collaboration -
we need each other and our office to do our best work.  “Togetherness” is what 
makes us human. Our workplaces bind us; to each other, to our teams, and to our 
larger corporate purpose. Being together gives us the energy to keep going, to solve 
the hard problems. And being together helps us see the bigger picture. We're part of 
something important. We matter to one another. And together we're making a 
difference.

2. THINKING TIME
Feel like you don’t have time to think? You are not alone. Consider blocking / 
scheduling time for focused work each week and stick to it. Use the hours you are 
most productive. If home isn’t your scene, try scheduling a desk in our new Library in 
the Design Yard Front Door. This new area building is entirely dedicated to focused, 
quiet work – just like a quiet floor at a campus library!   


